
Cluster AY - IrrE-like metallopeptidase

Genes related to MidnightRain_54

Challenge/issue:
● Glimmer/GeneMark predictions often call starts in the middle of the peptidase domain,

calling into question whether the protein could function as a peptidase.
● Coding potential drops off, but does the ORF extend up to the upstream gene?

Auto-annotation and coding potential

Typically a gap in coding potential between this gene and its upstream gene

Figure above: Genemark Sashimi genes 52, 53, & 54.

We will call the autoannotated start the SHORT start, or short protein. (~32300 above)
We will call the start that closes the gap the LONG start, or the long protein. (~32400 above)



Figure above: Starterator for Gene 52 Sashimi

The short, autoannotated starts (right arrow) and the long starts (left arrow) are conserved
across the pham.

HHPred alignments

With the short protein:





Aligns with only part of the peptidase domain. The alignment begins with HExxH and ends with
the three HTH helices (alignment boundaries shown with arrows). Note the PFAM box at
bottom that annotates the metallopeptidase domain.

With the long protein as query:



Now, the HHPred alignment is across the whole peptidase domain in IrrE



BLAST and CDD

Aligns across full length of the peptidase M78 domain

The peptidase domain alignments start at around 20aa or 24aa. The short start proteins start at
about 40 aa on this alignment, which cuts out part of the peptidase conserved domain.

See Official Function List for naming. These examples hit IrrE-like metallopeptidases, which
include a HTH domain.



DNA alignment shows sequence and reading frame conservation

in the gap with no coding potential

ClustalW close-up view, like Starterator

DNA sequences: Relatives of MidnightRain_55, plus 500 bp downstream of the stop codon,
which includes the full length of the downstream gene, MidnightRain_54 and its relatives.

CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment



Conserved DNA sequence between “long start” and “short start” - no frameshifts. It appears
that natural selection may be keeping this region intact, and potentially translatable.

The AA sequence in this region aligns with IrrE peptidase domain, so does not appear to be
random DNA sequence, despite the minimal coding potential signal.


